paper is concerned with the optimal control of a batch arrival, bulk service queueing system under N-policy. If the number of customers in the system at a service completion is larger than some integer r, then the server starts processing a group of r customers. If, on the other hand, it is smaller than r, then the server idles and waits for the line to grow up to some integer N, (N _> r). System characteristics are obtained by means of the embedded Markov chain and semiregenerative techniques, then the expected total cost per unit of time is developed for this model. Finally, a search procedure is presented to determine the optimal thresholds r and N that yield the minimum cost. O
INTRODUCTION
The goal of this paper is to design an optimal control policy for a batch arrival, bulk service queueing system under N-policy. In this system, customers arrive to the queueing facility in groups of random size and are served in groups of a fixed size. The server checks the queue at every service completion instant. Given two fixed thresholds r and N, (N > r), if more than r customers are in line, then the server picks a group of r customers and processes them in a single batch. If less than r customers are in line, then the server idles and waits for the queue to reach the value N. Once the level N is reached (or exceeded, because arrivals are in batches), then a group is picked and the r customers are served altogether. Using Kendall's notation, the model considered here is an MX/Gr/1 under N-policy.
The optimal control of bulk service systems was started by the authors in [1] where an M/Gr/1 under N-policy was considered. In this paper, the results of [1] are generalized to the case where Typeset by ~4j~4S-TEX the arrival process is no longer orderly Poisson but compound Poisson. The literature on the optimal control of N-policy queueing systems is rich and varied. Various scenarios have been considered by the researchers, see [1] for a survey. Nevertheless, to the best of the authors' knowledge, except in [1] , the optimal control of a bulk service system has not been dealt with.
We analyze the model by the method of embedded Markov chain and semiregenerative techniques. We derive all the key elements required to build a prescriptive model for the queueing system: system-size steady-state probabilities of the discrete and continuous time parameter processes, along with some important system characteristics such as mean system size, mean busy period, mean idle period, and mean busy cycle.
The prescriptive model of this system consists in designing an optimal control policy. We seek optimal values for the threshold levels r and N. What should these values be in order to minimize the system's expected cost per unit of time?
The model is described and analyzed in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the control problem. Our interest is in the numerical results of Section 4, in which the model is studied in detail and some important operating characteristics are revealed. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
MODEL DESCRIPTION AND STEADY-STATE RESULTS
Consider the MX/Gr/1 queueing system. The arrival process is compound Poisson with rate A. Let T~ denote the n th service completion instant. Then, Q~ = Q(T~+) is the embedded process and represents the number of customers in the system at a service completion epoch. The service discipline is as follows. If at a service completion there are more than r customers in the queue, then the server takes a batch of customers of size r to process in a single batch. On the other hand, if at a service completion there are less than r customers in the queue, then the server starts an idle period and when the queue size reaches (or, most probably, exceeds) for the first time the value N, (N > r), then he takes a batch of customers of size r to process in a single batch.
Analysis of this bulk queueing system requires knowledge of the first excess level and other related processes. Let the index ~ be, such that u = inf{k : Sk >_ N}.
If ~'i denotes the arrival epoch of group Xi, then the instant T. is the first passage time after Tn of the queueing process to reach or exceed level N. The level S~ is called the level of the first excess. It was studied in a work of Abolnikov and Dshalalow [2] , who show that its probability
where the operator ~ is defined, for k > 0, by
THE PROCESS {Q~}. Let Va denote the number of customer arrivals during the service time of the n TM batch. Since
Su-F Vn+l-r, Q~ < r,
Qn+l-= QnwVn+l-r, Qn>_r, then the process {Q~} is a Markov chain. Denote by
the steady-state probability (when it exists) of state i, by Pn(z) = E [zQ~] , the probability generating function of Qn. Also, let
and let Iv(.) denote the indicator function of set U.
THEOREM 1. The Markov chain {Qn} is ergodic if and only if
a)~b
?-
Its probability generating function P(z) = limn-~o¢ P~ (z) is given by
z ~<~ -(6)
P (~) = z~ -F (~) '
where L(~ ) (z) satisfies relation (1).
PROOF. The criterion of Abolnikov and Dukhovny [3] for ergodicity ~z F (z)l < r, yields condition (5). Now,
Letting n --~ co and solving for P(z) leads to relation (6). 
i<'r z~z s and a Z E~ Iv];, = r -~, (9)
PROOF. Rewrite expression (6) as
The left side of this expression is analytic in the open disc B(0, 1) and continuous on its boundary OB(O, 1) , and therefore, so is the right side. Since the denominator of the right side has exactly r -1 roots (counting their multiplicities) that belong to the closed unit ball/~(0, 1) \ {1} (see [3] ), therefore, the numerator of the right-hand side must have exactly r -1 zeros in/~(0, 1) \ {1}. This yields a system of r -1 equations in r unknown. One more equation is derived from the identity P(1) = 1. Note that Ei [u] can be computed from the formula,
while E~ [S~] can be deduced directly from (1).
| THE P~OCESS {Q(t)}. The process {Q(t)} is a semiregenerative process with state space N relative to the sequence {T~} of stopping times. The corresponding embedded Markov renewal process {Q~, T~} is irreducible, aperiodic, and recurrent positive if p < 1. Denote the steady-state probability (when it exists) of state i by ~i = lim P {Q (t) = i}.
t ---~Oo THEOREM 3. (5) is satisfied. Its probability
generating function r(z) = ~i°°=o ~,z i is given by
(z) = / 1 p (z) + F (z) i<, ] : ~((z)
The process { Q (t) } is ergodic if and only if relation
PROOF. We first compute the entries of the semiregenerative kernel K(t) = (Kij(t); i,j e N) of {Qn,Tn}, where Kij(t) = Pi{Q(t) = j, T1 > t}, i,j c N. We find
{ hj~_=~(ti,t i <_ j < r <_ N,
where 5,(u) is the probability that n customers arrive during the interval [0, u] , and ¢i(m, t) = Pi{S~ = m, ~-~ < t}. Then, we evaluate the elements of the semi-integrated kernel H = (hij; i,j • 1~) = fo K(t)dt and the vector h(z) = (hi(z); i e N), where hi(z) is the generating function of the ith row of matrix H and is found to satisfy
Finally, to obtain relation (12), we apply the main convergence theorem for semiregenerative processes in the form
p-T h (z) 7r (Z) -~ pTi ~ ,
where p is the vector p --(pi; i E N) and pTt3 is the stationary mean service cycle which can be shown to be
Note that E i[~-"] can be computed from the formula,
where E~ [u] is given by (9). Relation (13) is obtained by substituting relation (6) into (12). | SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS. Some system characteristics that are needed in order to write the system expected cost per unit of time are derived below.
From expression (6), we derive the mean system size at a service completion epoch as
nd = 2 (r -pr)
--x (1 --x) [1 --a (x)](15)
{ 1 }) 1 -2az)~-~-i (1 -~)~ [1 -a (~)1 P~ -~ (~ -11 + (~ -a) ab + a2a2b~
From expression (12), we derive the mean system size at an arbitrary instant of time as
[i~<N((2pra_b2Naq_a2_a)73N_,_l{
-~
(1 -~)~ [1 -a (~)] + ~2~b~ p~ "
The mean idle period is given by while the mean busy period is given by and the mean busy cycle by
OPTIMAL POLICY
In this section, we define the system's total expected cost per unit of time. We use the same cost structure that has been widely used in the literature for the control of queues. Let
• Ch be the holding cost per unit time for each customer present in the system, • co be the cost per unit time for keeping the server on and in operation, • c8 be the setup cost per busy cycle, and • Cp be the startup cost per unit time for the preparatory work of the server before starting the service.
Then, the expected cost per unit of time is given by
TC (r, N) = ChL~ + Co-~ + cs-~ + % ~.
(20)
We want to find the values of r and N that yield the minimum expected cost per unit of time. To find the joint optimal values (r*, N*), we should show the convexity or unimodality of TC(r, N) .
However this work is difficult to implement. Instead, following the concept of the dynamic optimization (due to [4] ), we will present a procedure that makes it possible to calculate the optimal values (r*, N*).
For a given r, the optimal value N*(r) of N is given by the first l, such that
TC(r,~+ l) > TC(r,g).
That is, N* (r) = min {N > 11 1(~, N) > 0},
where
I (r, N) = TC (r, N + 1) -TC (r, N).
A numerical experiment based on (21) can convince us that the expected cost function is convex. We summarize the procedure to find the optimal values (r*, N*) as follows.
Step 1. Set r = 1. Determine N*(r) using (21) and compute TC(r, N*(r)) using (20).
Step 2. Compute N*(r + 1) using (21) and TC(r + 1,N*(r + 1)) using (20).
Step 3 A numerical illustration of the sensitivity analysis on the optimum joint thresholds r* and N* based on changes in specific values of system parameters is conducted in the following different cost cases. The optimal values and the minimum expected cost for the above six cost cases are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 for various values of (A, b). The numerical evaluations in Tables 1 and 2 used four-stage Erlang (E4) and two-stage hyperexponential (/-/2) service times, respectively, and the arrival batch size is a Geo(0.4) . For the computations of H2, we choose ql = 0.75 and q2 = 0.25.
The numerical results in Tables 1 and 2 show that (i) TC(r*, N*) increases as A increases, and Table 3 . The optimal values (r*, N*) and its minimum expected cost TC(r*, N*)
for various values of (A, b) when arrival batch size is U [1, 4] and service time is E4.
obtained by means of the two probability generating functions. Although the unimodality or convexity of the expected cost function can not be proved theoretically in this study, we present a finite and quick search for the optimal joint thresholds. We also performed a sensitivity analysis among the optimal value of (r, N), the specific values of system parameters, and cost elements.
